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Bedroom – a place intimate, even sacred. In the bedroom every day we are 
resting and therefore, this place should calm and soothe. But the residents of 
the English town of  Naresborough relate to this much easier, in their 
opinion, the bed can serve not only for sleeping but also for entertainment. 
No, it's not jumping and not the pillow fight, and not even erotic, it's a race 
for beds! Annually held in Naresborough, this traditional Bed Race.



The world has long competitions in races on the cars, the bikes, there was even 
competition on a moving sculpture, or flying on something volatile, but the bed 
race is something particularly insane. This type appeared in the County of North 
Yorkshire. The event is carried out fairly regularly, it attracts a large number of, 
both participants and spectators. On 46-m the championship race, the beds were 
90 teams!



The bed design is also an important component of the competition, especially when 
used for decoration engineering solutions that improve quality characteristics so 
unusual transport. Although some participants come to the design with a sense of 
humor and is decorated racing bed, in his own way. For example, during the race, the 
theme of which was "History of Britain" there were those riders who made up his bed 
in the form of the Norman dragon.



About such a famous event is always written in the local Newspapers and shown on 
television. It draws indigenous people and tourists, whose number reached 25 000 
people! The money that the organizers get for this show, are transferred to the charity, 
and this is quite a considerable amount, reaching 100 000 euros! So racing beds are not 
just fun, but useful.
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